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Currently, we’re at a state where conventional medical treatments for
cancer are sub-optimal for healing. Instead, attention needs to be
directed towards healing the patient from a LIFESTYLE change in
perspective of MIND, BODY, & SOUL to fully address the patient’s
health. Once the patient has chosen to take the healing process into
their own hands, WE are HERE to guide them through this process.
By providing patients with the newest scientific, technological, and
nutritional research in a clear, concise, and understandable format,
SOLUTIONS are made readily available for them to access.
The best and brightest pioneers in the field of Nutrition, Health, and
Healing have come together to form the NEW Dream Team of the
Nutritional Healing Lifestyle Course, which focuses on Biological, Mental,
Emotional, & Spiritual Levels.
LIVET LIFESTYLE’S Nutritional Healing Lifestyle initiative will provide
groundbreaking information through a NEW course to patients and it will
save lives NOW.
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“The personality of Tonamy & Tommy is what attracted me to check
out LIVET’s other material, but it was LIVET’s LIFESTYLE
COURSE that kept me coming back for more information. The
material has changed the way I look at my Cancer. My friend and I
are incorporating the course into our mornings because I am
healing myself from cancer and she is doing it to prevent herself
from ever getting diagnosed with a lifestyle disease. Thank You!”
– Future LIVET’s LIFESTYLE COURSE Participant

“After being diagnosed with cancer, I realized I couldn’t afford
Conventional Medical Therapy Treatments at upwards of $220,000.
When I saw LIVET’s LIFESTYLE COURSE, I realized that I could
afford to not consume Milk, Dairy, Gluten, Processed Sugar, Fast
Food, and Soda, and that I could afford to eat Plants and
Vegetables, to Walk around my neighborhood, and to do a SelfLymph Massage everyday. The material provides me a course to
guide me through the process to where I am now. I feel fantastic &
empowered.”
– Future LIVET’s LIFESTYLE COURSE Participant
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“I was told I had cancer and I knew I did not want to go through the
pain that my best friend went through with her treatment. A week
later my mom told me about LIVET’s LIFFESTYLE COURSE. That
was when I decided that the nutritional healing approach was the
right treatment for me. The best part about it was that I didn’t have
to make myself sicker to try and get better. The COURSE was very
specific, compact, and factual about each topic. It was easy to
follow and I enjoyed learning the new material. After making small
changes to the way I ate, like eating sunflower sprouts, I started to
have fun preparing the food in different ways and it felt fulfilling to
be actively doing something that I knew was healthy for my body. I
noticed overtime, that I began feeling better and better, which gave
me hope. It helped me see this new perspective that allowed me to
change the way I looked at things and I healed myself because of
it.”
– Future LIVET LIFESTYLE COURSE Participant
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“I was diagnosed with breast cancer for the third time and I knew
this time I needed to take the method of treatment into my own
hands. I saw a commercial about LIVET’s LIFESTYLE COURSE
and I knew this was for me. The COURSE taught me about healing
myself with Nutrition, Supplements, Healthy Products for My Home,
Detoxing My Body, Exercising, Activating My Mind, Meditating and
incorporating Healing Therapies that I can do on my own time. I
used the knowledge I learned in the COURSE to change my
outlook on my body. I liked it because it empowered me to take
control of my own future. I had never been exposed to this
information before or taught how to live like a human being. After
28 days on the NEW LIFESTYLE, I could see and feel the results
of my body healing itself. I continue, to this day, to follow the
course and you should as well.”
– Future LIVET’s LIFESTYLE COURSE Participant
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“I thought my cancer was a curse but, in fact, it was the
greatest thing that every happened to me because it allowed
me to get exposed to LIVET’s NEW LIFESTYLE.
I love
watching the videos and following the course material. NOW, I
thrive at my optimal level of health and happiness.”
– Future LIVET’s LIFESTYLE COURSE Participant

“It has been my observation that most people ‘Die from the
Diagnosis’. It comes as such a shock to hear from a doctor that
you have cancer that it creates nothing but fear within the
body. Then everyone that hears the news just wants to talk
about who they knew that had that diagnosis and the pain they
went through. LIVET’s NEW LIFESTYLE really gives you a
‘Hug’ and says, “This is opportunistic news that you know you
have cancer because NOW you can make changes in your
lifestyle that will allow yourself to heal.” This Smile first, Hug
second, and then Inform with Love approach is what sets
LIVET’s LIFESTYLE COURSE aside from all the other
programs in the world.”
– Future LIVET’s LIFESTYLE COURSE Participant
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“I learned that biologically, there is only one disease and that
disease has only two symptoms. The first is that I can’t get
nutrients to my cells, and the second is that my cells can’t rid
themselves of toxins. LIVET’s LIFESTYLE COURSE showed
me how to consume the most nutrient, plant-based diet to feed
my cells, along with detoxing my body through colonics, farinfrared saunas, and cleanses. Now that my body is detoxed I
look forward to completing the part of the course on detoxing
my thoughts.”
– Future LIVET’s LIFESTYLE COURSE Participant

“LIVET’s LIFESTYLE COURSE helped me realize that I could
take the healing process into my own hands. Once I took care
of my body, then the mental and emotional healing processed
followed, which opened up a whole new perspective of how to
approach my diagnosis. The course was easy to follow and fun
to learn from since the information was so interactive and
simple to understand. In less than 28 days, I could see and
feel a noticeable change in my mind, body, and even spirit.
LIVET’s NEW COURSE showed me a whole other way of how
to respect myself as a human being.”
– Future LIVET’s LIFESTYLE COURSE Participant
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“Before I started LIVET’s LIFESTYLE COURSE I had no idea
that Sprouted Sunflower Seeds contained the best source of
protein for my body than any other green plant. I learned the
facts about eating sunflowers from the first lesson and then was
directed to another video that demonstrated how I could grow
these Sunflowers in my own home. The following video was on
how to juice the sunflower seeds for optimal nutrition.
The BOOK provided me a page of information that I could print
on Sunflowers to keep handy for me to reference when needed.
The MOBILE APP allowed me to share this information
immediately with a friend who was interested in what I was
doing.
The WEBSITE keeps all of this information organized for me in
one place so I can reference it in the order and time span I feel
most comfortable with.
LIVET’s LIFESTYLE COURSE really is a complete Course on
how to live a better lifestyle.”
– Future LIVET’s LIFESTYLE COURSE Participant
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Please Contact us for Course Pricing, Availability & Details!

CANCER	
  COURSE	
  
HELENA HOUDOVA
Certified Health Consultant
(810) 423-5030
Helena@LIVET.tv

TONAMY JOY
Certified Health Consultant
(810) 423-5030
Tonamy@LIVET.tv

TOMMY DON
Certified Health Consultant
(810) 423-5030
Tommy@LIVET.tv
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